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ABSTRACT
Long have first-hand accounts of fighting men been privileged in studies of the
First World War, creating a narrow understanding of life at this influential time. Firsthand narratives of the soldier experience are important and present a complex history of
attitudes towards the war that has had a lasting influence on the contemporary view of
The First World War. However, it is not the sole experience of the war. As a departure
from the narrative of the soldier at the front, many critics turn to later, modernist fiction
about the war. These texts are still centered on soldiers and the war, and work more as
complements rather than alternatives to the memoirs, presenting a similar narrative of the
British soldier who, driven by patriotic duty, gives either his life or sanity for an
uncertain cause. These narratives have had a massive impact on contemporary views of
World War I. Scholars have thus created a dichotomy between war writing and
modernism that characterizes studies of the First World War, resulting in a serious
misrepresentation of culture at this time.
By looking at The Publishers’ Circular and Booksellers’ Record, a book trade
publication containing a list of publications printed each week, we can see that in 1914
short novels were extremely popular among the English reading public and widely
printed. With novels about the war not yet in print, this fiction was much lighter in tone.
Readers preferred novels, rapidly produced by a variety of authors who followed proven
formulas to ensure success. The start of the First World War seems to have had little
impact on the outpouring of this popular formula fiction. Instead, the war pushed more
people towards the pastime of light reading. These light novels reveal a set of ideologies
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that give insight into dominant cultural views in England during this time, including an
importance of the middle classes, an interest in the colonies and their promise of
adventure, loyalty to England, and the idea that suffering was necessary to help others.
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INTRODUCTION
The First World War is often portrayed as a literary war, especially concerning
British history. Characterized by the trench poems of soldier-poets such as Rupert
Brooke, Siegfried Sassoon, and Wilfred Owen and the memoirs of soldiers like Robert
Graves, Edmund Blunden, and Erich Maria Remarque, perceptions of this war have been
largely shaped by literature. Long have first-hand accounts of fighting men been
privileged in studies of the First World War, creating a narrow understanding of life at
this influential time. The Cambridge Companion to Literature of the First World War
does not address popular fiction at all while The Cambridge Companion to the TwentiethCentury English Novel dismisses it as “working-class” fiction. Zacharoula Christopoulou
argues for the dominance of soldier narratives in her 2013 article “Having the Last
Word,” claiming, “At the centre of everything is the reality of those who suffered, and
whose version of events has particular weight within the cloud of competing
discourses….It is the only one that really counts” (65). First-hand narratives of the soldier
experience are important and present a complex history of attitudes towards the war that
has had a lasting influence on the contemporary view of The First World War. However,
it is not the sole experience of the war. English men and women both on the war front
and at home had a range of experiences of and reactions to this influential event.
As a departure from the narrative of the soldier at the front, many critics turn to
later fiction about the war. David Trotter in “The British novel and the war” states that
while there are alternatives to soldier writing, “on the whole…novels written by and
about noncombatants have as their topic the consequences of war in general” (2). Many
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of these novels are modernist and often written by women, with Virginia Woolf being the
most cited example. These texts are still centered on soldiers and the war, and work more
as complements rather than alternatives to the memoirs, presenting a similar narrative of
the British soldier who, driven by patriotic duty, gives either his life or sanity for an
uncertain cause. These narratives have had a massive impact on contemporary views of
World War I, leading to a general understanding of this conflict as one of useless
violence on a mass scale which completely debilitated a generation, deemed to be lost to
the war.
The most striking thing about this literature is that very little of it was published
during the war, yet is posited as a representation of World War I British life, both for
soldiers and civilians. For example, only two of the dozens of British works discussed in
The Cambridge Companion to Literature of the First World War were published between
the start of the war and 1919: The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke (1915) and H. G.
Wells’ Mr. Britling Sees Through It (1916). Therefore, the portrait these texts offer of the
war life are predominantly retrospective, and it is important to note that perceptions of
the war were very different after its cessation than during its earlier years. The common
belief holds that during the war, soldier poetry was hugely popular on the English
Homefront, but evidence shows that fiction, not poetry was the preferred genre among
the reading public. By looking at The Publishers’ Circular and Booksellers’ Record, a
book trade publication containing a list of publications printed each week, we can see that
during 1914 fiction continued to be extremely popular and widely printed. The Publishers
Circular reports that in 1914, 2,112 works of fiction were published as compared to 642
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works of poetry and drama combined. Fiction made up sixty-five percent of all literature
published in 1914, eighteen percent of all publications. With novels about the war not yet
in print, this fiction was much lighter in tone. Readers largely preferred novels, rapidly
produced by a variety of authors who followed proven formulas to ensure success. The
start of the First World War seems to have had little impact on the outpouring of this
popular formula fiction. Instead, the war pushed more people towards the pastime of light
reading. These light novels reveal a set of ideologies that give insight into dominant
cultural views in England during this time, including an importance of the middle classes,
an interest in the colonies and their promise of adventure, loyalty to England, and the idea
that suffering was necessary to help others.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
First World War writing is dominated by literature written by former soldiers who
directly experienced the violence of the war. Critics note this repeatedly in their articles,
among these articles Claire Buck’s article on women’s writing works to broaden the
scope of war narratives. She asserts that only a small fraction of the poetry published
during the war came from the warfront, but that “combatant experience, particular trench
experience on the Western Front, swiftly became a guarantee of the authenticity of war
writing” (Buck 2). This soldier poetry was published mainly in newspapers during the
war and began to make their way back from the front in 1915. Rupert Brooke’s death was
a major catalyst in the rise of this trench poetry. Today these poems are read through a
largely negative and melancholic lens of suffering young men at the front; however, it is
important to remember that the way in which these poems were read was dependent upon
the political views of the periodical in which they were published, just as current readings
of them are largely influenced by the prolific narrative of the traumatized soldier.
The soldier memoirs published post-war did not rise to popularity until the
twenties and thirties. Christopoulou sees this as a necessary distance from the event that
allowed veterans to “endow it with meaning” and write about the war in a more genuine
way (66). Alternatively, in “British War Memoirs,” Paul Edwards claims this delay was a
symptom of the tastes of publishers and the reading public, stating that “the publishers
were not interested in ‘anything bleak’” (1). The distance of literature from the events of
the war allow them to reflect a perception of the war less biased by propaganda and more
influenced by its lasting ramifications of English life. The well-known fiction of World
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War I, also published after the end of the war, is limited to those works that directly
discuss the war and its consequences. They fixate largely on soldiers and veterans;
however, David Trotter is careful to assert that women in service also had valid war
experiences, and that “we surely cannot afford to ignore the testimony of refugees,
cabinet ministers, munitions workers, pacifists, and bereaved parents” (2).
Popular Fiction in England, 1914 - 1918, a 1992 book by Harold Orel
acknowledges the prevalence of novels about what he calls “the long ago or the far away”
(19). He blames advertising for this phenomenon, claiming that marketing of the time
pushed this escapism, using humor to promote even more serious novels, which were
often less popular (Orel 21). A specific type of fiction gained popularity at this time, with
popular novels being light, humorous, and often moral, including military novels,
children’s stories, and supernatural tales, which Orel summarizes as “the novel which ran
on for some three hundred pages...introduced characters not ordinarily met in middleclass society...plotted rapidly moving adventures and sold for 6s” (33). Orel views
popular fiction as a reflection of culture. He claims that reviewers, who greatly influence
book sales, commended books that were realistic and true to life (43). However, he
ultimately analyzes this popular fiction only in its relationship to the war, dividing his
work into books that ignore the war, books that anticipate the war, and books about the
war.
Between the world wars, Q. D. Leavis’ book Fiction and the Reading Public aims
to outline the trends in fiction writing from the turn of the century until the present day of
1932. As she is still relatively close to this period, Leavis gives a more accurate depiction
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of what people were reading during the war than contemporary critics. She attests to the
commonality of popular formula novels and the huge size of their audience. According to
Leavis, the works that Britain’s new reading public read was determined by how and
where their books were obtained. For the majority of people, this was either at small
borrowing libraries, railway stations, frequented shops, or the state-funded public
libraries. She laments that these libraries hold very few copies of good contemporary
novels, but are rather filled with classics and popular fiction, particularly detective
novels1 (Leavis 5). Leavis claims that “what these highly popular novelists have won
their reputation by...is this terrific vitality set to turn the machinery of morality,” seeing
“moral passion” as a feature of fiction that all classes respond to positively (64, 66).
However, she strongly criticizes popular novels, taking a survey of various authors to
prove the inferiority of this writing. Even the popular authors are aware of this
inferiority, as she claims a number of these authors responded to her survey by stating
that “they deliberately wrote fiction as a comfortable way of getting a good living ‘with
the minimum of exertion’” (45). She ultimately blames popular fiction writers for a
decline in writing and reading levels across the nation (Leavis 214). Despite her hatred
for it, Leavis sees the value of popular fiction as a reflection of culture, quoting writers
such as Gilbert Frankau as stating that “even if many of them [bestsellers] are not works
of art, they are on the who closer to the fundamentals of life and of romance” (68). For
Leavis, there is value only in what she calls “significant work in fiction” or the work

1

See cites Edgar Wallace as the exemplar author of these types of novels.
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highbrow authors, namely D. H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, and E. M.
Forster (Leavis 5).
Scholars have thus created a dichotomy between war writing and modernism that
characterizes studies of the First World War, resulting in a serious misrepresentation of
culture at this time. Writing concerned directly with the war was not available until much
later than most critics would have one believe. In the first year of the war, those at home
were not yet aware of its horrific realities. Not until huge amounts of young men began to
lose their lives or return physically and mentally damaged, did World War I begin to be
seen as a brutal conflict which would total debilitate a generation. A true shift in public
views and consequently literature of the war did not occur until 1918’s Battle of the
Somme claimed thousands of British lives. In 1914, government propaganda containing
messages of a just and necessary war largely drowned out any voices of dissent. As war
writing’s proposed opposite, modernist writing which emerged in England just prior to
the First World War was simply not read widely enough to influence cultural views.
Primarily a literature of the upper-middle classes, modernist fiction was circulated mostly
in intellectual circles and read by other writers. This dichotomy leaves out the literature
that was most prolific and culturally relevant to the English reading public of World War
I, the popular novel. These short novels were produced in huge quantities at the start of
the war and read by people of all classes and backgrounds.
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THE BOOK TRADE IN 1914
Changes in legislation and print technologies allowed for the rise of novels as the
dominant form of literature in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Public
libraries emerged in 1850, and an education act making elementary education mandatory
was passed in 1870. Combined, these developments led to an English population that was
predominantly literate and had easy access to reading material. Mary Hammond notes in
her article “The Great Fiction Bore” that this increase in literacy led to “debates around
how and what people read…marked by anxieties around gender, class, citizenship, and
the public and private spheres” and claims that novel reading was a largely female
activity (84-85). Clive Bloom privileges the female audience as well in his book
Bestsellers citing women as a driving force in reading trends throughout the twentieth
century, stating that “avid book purchasers and borrowers were the same in 1999 as in
1900, mostly women, with traditional tastes and habits, reading in private for leisure and
relaxation vast quantities of fiction” (73).
M.J. Birch attempts to trace the rise of fiction from the inception of public
libraries through the early twentieth century in a 1987 essay titled “The Popular Fiction
Industry” due to the small amount information available on publishing practices from this
time. He notes that “much of the mass material needed for the adequate study of cheap
fictions was pulped in the first World War and the small amount that survived left to the
mercy of paper-drives in the second” (79). The records that remain show an increase in
fiction beginning in the 1880s and 1890s as cheaper printing materials combined with
high levels of literacy allowed for a sudden access to books by people of all classes.
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According to Birch, the 1890s saw the introduction of the six-shilling novel, which led to
an increased production of books and more competition among publishers and authors.
Experimentation characterized novels of the 1890s and by the turn of the century,
formulas had emerged for writing successful novels (Birch 81). Individual authors who
had seen success followed self-developed formulas and new writers emulated their plots
and characters. The popularity of this formula fiction led to a huge amount of authors
writing new novels in rapid succession. Though Birch and numerous other scholars see
these novels as being of a “less ‘artistic’ level,” they sold incredibly well (81).
In addition to proven formulas, the turn of the century saw the development of six
and sevenpenny reprints of already popular novels. Bloom notes that publishers could
now make continual profits of entire catalogs of famous authors’ fiction (89). Not only
could novel writing now be a genuinely lucrative career, but authors became celebrity
figures in England, and Bloom claims that “the author need not be a real person, rather
the name must designate a brand, a genre, and a style” (33). This proliferation of popular
novels would continue throughout the first two decades of the twentieth century, only
slowing in the later years of World War I, with a drop in Britain’s male population, a
need for workers for the war effort, and rising paper prices. With fewer authors, Birch
notes that publishers gained more power and began focusing more of large runs of fewer
numbers of novels which they knew would make a profit (87-88).
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THE PUBLISHERS’ CIRCULAR AND BOOKSELLERS’ RECORD
Despite the rarity of book sales records from the first half of the twentiethcentury, especially in the case of the First World War, information about what books
were being published, when, and at what price can be found in the magazines circulated
by publishing professionals. One of these magazines is The Publishers’ Circular and
Booksellers’ Record, published weekly from 1837 until 1959. Each issue was comprised
of news of current events in the industry, such as company formations or obituaries of
important professionals, reviews of books, and advertisements for upcoming publications,
as well as a list of all books printed the week prior. While the publication does not
specifically list sales figures, the publication was analyzed to determine the frequency of
reprinting and target audience via price point.
For this project, the works of fiction published in each month of 1914 were
categorized by date of printing, author, gender of author, title, edition, publisher, number
of pages, price point for sales, date of original publication, format, and genre when
available. Every categorization is not available for every work, as the gender of author is
not always known, length is not always stated, and date of original publication and genre
can be difficult to find, especially in the case of rare and out of print books. Additionally,
genre is subjective and therefore difficult to categorize even when the text is available,
and many works can be categorized as more than one genre, in which case the dominant
genre in the plot was chosen.
With this information, I have determined the individual works, authors, and
genres that were most popular or published most often, paying special attention to novels
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with multiple reprints and editions and frequently published authors and genres. Further,
the pricing information gives insight into which novels were being marketed to which
classes. By looking at the most popular authors and genres, exemplary novels can be
chosen and analyzed for similarities and differences in content, theme, voice, and style.
Four novels published in 1914 were chosen, one from each of the four most popular
genres. These novels were all written by novelists who had already established popularity
and reputations by 1914. When considering these novels patterns appear among their
plots and themes that reveal much about the culture and values of the English people at
the start of World War I, and can help to assess reactions to and views of the war in 1914.
Finally, a division was made between July 1914 and August 1914, when Great
Britain declared war on Germany, to track the effect of The First World War on
publishing, specifically regarding the amount of fictional works published, the gender of
authors, and the dominant genres published. World War I officially began on the 28th of
July 1914 with Austria-Hungary’s declaration of war on Serbia. Within seven days
Germany had declared war on Russia, France, and Belgium, and had invaded
Luxemburg. On the 4th of August, Britain declared war on Germany. Thus, in the week
spanning the last days of July and the first days of August, Europe had erupted into war.
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Here I will present the relevant data for 1914:

Figure 1

Figure 2
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, fiction publishing remained consistent throughout
1914. In every month the number of fictional books published remained between fifteen
and twenty-one percent of all publication, resulting in fiction making up eighteen percent
of all publications for the year and a majority sixty-five percent of literature (fiction,
poetry, and drama) published. However, from these representations, we can see the
impact of The First World War on the book trade as a huge decline in publishing
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occurred just after war was declared. During the month of August, a mere 457 books
were published, a striking forty-seven percent decrease from July in which 810 books
were published. The publishing industry bounces back in September more than doubling
the number of printed books in August and continues this trend with October being the
most active month of the year for publishers.
Advertising played a vital role in this recovery, as those in the print industry
urged writers to continue their work and the public to keep reading. From the time that
war was declared a change is evident in the issues of The Publishers’ Circular. Issues
released after the war is declared contain noticeably more advertisements. These
advertisements urge both publishing professionals and members of the reading public to
read books about the military and the war and to buy books for soldiers on the war front.
One particular advertisement in the September 26th issue of The Publishers’ Circular
calls for publishers to advertise in the publication, asserting that their magazine is “read
by all the best booksellers and librarians” (268). This advertisement uses language typical
of the English Homefront saying “Help the book trade to keep busy” and assures readers
that “our sales are as good as in peace time” (Publishers’ Circular 268). Perhaps, the
magazine’s sales were as good as before the war began, but these representations prove
that the publishers’ sales had declined. The initial reaction to the war was a slowing of
production, but ultimately the war did little to deter the publishing industry and the
success of fiction in this first year.
Due to the popularity of novels at the beginning of the twentieth century, writing
became an attractive occupation, which if successful could lead not only to monetary
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reward but fame. By 1914, established authors who had made a name for themselves in
the previous two decades had created proven formulas for their writing. These formulas
allowed the rapid production of new novels that, despite their virtually identical plots,
were hugely popular. Authors published multiple new novels a year, some working in
multiple genres with multiple publishers. The trend of reprinting cheap editions of
successful works meant that the most popular novelists were often releasing multiple
novels each month. Often these reprints were released in conjunction with new novels as
a form of marketing. For example, in February, H. Rider Haggard had three books
published, with Longmans Green printing sixpenny editions of Eric Brighteyes (1891)
and Lysbeth (1901) in conjunction with The Wanderer’s Necklace (1914) Haggard’s new
novel with Cassell. Once readers became familiar with a novelist’s work, they often
returned to that author for new works. The low cost of production and the writer’s
formulas allowed for the demand for fiction to be easily met.
First editions in 1914 were generally priced at six shillings. These novels were
standard hardback editions though sometimes leather bound editions were available at a
slightly higher price for works by more famous authors. Books priced at one or two
shillings were most frequently second edition hardbacks that had sold well in their first
run, and thus were reprinted in slightly cheaper editions that would still garner high
profits. For working classes, still cheaper editions were offered of popular novels in
second and later editions. Six and seven penny novels were available for purchase at rail
and tube stations and frequented stores such as chemists and grocers. Sixpenny novels
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were paperback editions with new, eye-catching color covers while seven penny editions
were often very cheaply printed hardbacks, sometimes in pocket editions.
A better context for these sales figures can be given by explaining the currency
system in place in 1914. Today, the British pound sterling is worth 100 pence, but prior
to 1971 currency in the United Kingdom was more complicated. In 1914 three forms of
currency existed: the pound(￡), the shilling(s), and the pence or penny(d). Twelve pence
were equal to one shilling while 240 shillings were equal to a pound. Books were sold at
a price point denoted in shillings and pence. According to The Publisher’s Circular’s
records, most first edition novels in 1914 sold for 6s, many second editions and first
edition children’s books sold for between 2s and 3s, and a vast number 6d and 7d editions
were available of novels that had reached a high level of popularity. To put these amounts
in the context of current monetary values conversions were made using information
available on MeasuringWorth.com, a website created by economics scholars Lawrence
H. Officer and Samuel H. Williamson. 6s in 1914 would be equal to £25.71 (US$36.75)
in 2014, 3s would equal £12.86 (US$18.38) while 2s would equal £8.57 (US$12.25), and
6d would equal £2.14 (US$3.06).
Genre is a complex criterion to use for the categorization of novels, as many
novels fall into more than one genre. In an attempt to grasp some idea of the kinds of
novels preferred by Britain’s reading public, novels are categorized by their dominant
genre. Thus, if a novel includes a romance and fantastical elements, but has a central plot
of mystery solving, then it is classified as mystery. It is important to note that some of
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these novels have all but disappeared since their original publications, and therefore
could not be classified.
Several critics have attempted a similar classification of early twentieth century
popular fiction. Clive Bloom generalizes in Bestsellers that throughout the twentieth
century romance and crime or detective fiction have been the leading genres (107). In a
later article, Bloom asserts the popularity of a similar genre to crime, the spy novel,
positing this fiction as romance novels for men (192). Harold Orel’s list of the most
popular genres during the war includes military novels, children’s stories, and
supernatural tales (22). The novels listed in the 1914 issues of The Publishers’ Circular
fall mainly into four broad genres: romance, adventure fiction (often in exotic locations),
mystery (including detective, spy, and supernatural fiction), and children’s fiction (books
marketed mainly to children and adolescents).
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FORMULA FICTION
In answering the question of what kinds of fiction the reading public was drawn to
during the first year of World War I, it is helpful to return to M. J. Birch’s article “The
Popular Fiction Industry.” Birch calls for an analysis of formula fiction of the early
twentieth century that questions the common view of these novels as “mere
reinforcements of ‘dominant social value’” (88). He offers as an alternative the frame of
ideology through which to consider these works. Values, attitudes, and ideologies are
fluid systems, rather than all-encompassing structures that define an entire culture. Birch
argues that ideology “is not a monolithic entity but a complex system to which consumers
of cultural products have access” (95). Popular formula fiction can then be studied to
better understand the intricacies of cultural ideologies and readers’ relationships with
them. Birch claims that “fictional plots are only possible as representations which ‘solve’
inherent contradictions within the field” of ideology (95). Thus, popular 1914 novels can
be analyzed to better understand the problems and solutions of war life in the early
months of World War I.
In considering four novels published in 1914 from each of the most prominent
genres of romance, adventure, mystery, and juvenile fiction, it is clear that formulas were
not exclusive to single authors or even single genres, but that a general formula was used
by most popular novels in this period. The four novels discussed were written by four of
the most popular novelists of the year, and though they each tell a unique story, they
share strikingly similar narrative arcs. This narrative consists of a middle-class
protagonist who on an adventure to a foreign place learns that great suffering is essential
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to performing good deeds and that suffering for the sake of another will result in rewards
of monetary wealth and honor. The Wanderer’s Necklace, a January 1914 historical
adventure novel by Sir H. Rider Haggard follows the life of a Viking prince through the
Byzantine Empire and Egypt in search of a lover from a past life. Famous for his spy
novels, William Le Queux published his novel The Four Faces in January of 1914 which
tells of a gang of thieves posing as gentlemen in contemporary London who are brought
down by a young man caught up in their schemes. Romance novelist Charles Garvice’s
April 1914 novel The Woman’s Way tells the story of a young man and woman who fall
in love during an extremely brief encounter only to be quickly separated by the man’s
misfortunes. Finally, Angela Brazil, who famously revived the girls’ school novel, writes
of a sixteen-year-old violin prodigy who is unexpectedly taken in by her aristocratic
uncle and must choose between musical fame and country life in The Girls of St.
Cyprian’s, released in October 1914.
The protagonists of these four novels all come from middle-class upbringings and
more importantly have little regard for monetary wealth. The Wanderer’s Necklace
features a protagonist named Olaf who was born a prince, but flees after his people’s faith
leads to the murder of his foster brother and the deaths of his remaining family members.
Olaf does not agree with the violent culture of the Northern kingdoms and so travels
south. In his adult life, Olaf serves as the head of the empresses’ guard in Byzantium.
Taking a liking to him, Empress Irene gives him several promotions with which Olaf is
uncomfortable because of their corresponding monetary rewards and political power.
Upon being offered the position of Chamberlain and Master of the Palace of Empress
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Irene, Olaf states, “I am no soldier who nothing whatsoever...I beg that someone else
more competent may be chosen (Haggard 57). The only possessions that Olaf treasures
are the necklace and sword that he once removed from The Wanderer’s tomb whom he
believes he was in a former life and are thus linked to his destiny. He is willing to give up
his elevated status within the Roman Empire to be with the woman he has searched for
since he was a boy. Olaf realizes that “on the one hand were majesty and empire; on the
other much pain and sorrow yet with those a certain holy joy and peace. It was the latter
that I chose” (Haggard 65). For Olaf, his honor and beliefs are more important that any
kind of wealth or power, and he continually resists opportunities for advancement,
accepting positions of power only under orders from those to which he has sworn fealty.
Le Queux’s protagonist, Mike Berrington, is the most affluent of this group of
heroes, as he has a valet and does not seem to hold any kind of job. The characters of this
novel spend their time in the men’s clubs of London and at country estates, and are
generally men of leisure. Mike agrees to investigate the recent robberies with his friend
Jack Osborne stating, “I had, as he said, nothing on earth to do” (Le Queux 75).
However, despite having a comfortable income, Mike is of a lower class than the gentry
with which he spends much of his time. He is a social climber and is to marry the
daughter of a titled man with a country estate. Further, money does not seem to be of
great importance to Mike, and he is starkly contrasted with the criminals in the novel with
whom he is disgusted as they continue to burgle larger and larger sums and revel in
opulence. Mike is generous with his servant, allowing him to keep money with which he
was bribed by Mike’s enemies, and is willing to spend a great deal of money to retrieve
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his fiancée Dulcie’s stolen jewels. His friends speak of him as being unselfish, as Dulcie
claims he will not accept Mrs. Stapleton’s gift of new guns, saying, “Mike wouldn’t
expect such a present as that from you. He mightn’t like to take it” (Le Queux 161).
The two protagonists of Garvice’s novel, Celia Grant and Derrick Dene, reside in
a working-class apartment building in London referred to by its tenants as “The Jail.”
Neither Celia nor Derrick come from impoverished backgrounds but have been left poor
by circumstances beyond their control. Celia’s father has passed away leaving her
penniless while Derrick has fled his engineering studies after being wrongly blamed for
fathering an illegitimate child. Celia, Derrick, and their fellow Jail tenants do not lament
their low status, but rather enjoy working hard for their pay and living with few
possessions. Celia is a librarian on an estate, and is committed to her work calling it
“delightful” and “stuck to it so persistently that Mrs. Dexter remonstrated” (Garvice 66).
Further, they are willing to give what little they have to help those in need. Celia gives
Derrick her life savings of five pounds, which Derrick never spends, but eventually
returns to her, and their neighbor Mr. Clendon provides for Celia when she loses her job.
Derrick is willing to give up his reputation and thus, his life in England for a woman he
once loved. He tells Celia that “there is someone I care for like that, and I am doing this
to save her...from all that I should suffer if I stood up and faced the music, as you want
me to do" (Garvice 15). The only possession that is important to Derrick is Celia’s fivepound note as it is his only relic of their moments together. This disregard for wealth and
status is common in the 1914 protagonist.
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Finally, Mildred, Brazil’s heroine, is an orphan who has been disowned by her
mother’s aristocratic family and taken in by the middle-class sister of her father. Her
uncle is a medical doctor, and though she attends a public girls’ school2 for music, it is
made clear that this is the only luxury the family takes. “The Grahams were not rich
people, and everything that they did not need for absolute necessities was devoted to
helping forward the many causes they had at heart. On Mildred's education, however,
they spared no expense” (Brazil Ch. 3, para. 3). Further, Mildred only attends this school
so that she may have a career of her own in music. Though Mildred is eventually offered
a life in the country on her uncle Lord Lorraine’s estate, she chooses to give up wealth
and leisure in order to continue her career as a violinist. Mildred’s music and
independence are more important to her than comfort. She tells her wealthy aunt and
uncle, “I'd rather have my music than anything they can offer me instead, and I shall go
Back to Kirkton, if I have to run away” (Brazil Ch. 14, para. 50).
In complement to the privileging of the middle class in these novels, those
characters with great wealth and power are often demonized. Members of the ruling class
in Haggard’s novel are unhappy and immoral. Empress Irene and her son Emperor
Constantine are brutal in their wars against each other and their enemies. They engage in
acts such as murder, wrongful imprisonment, and torture. Thus despite being surrounded
by many luxuries they never happy. The immoral women in this novel are especially
demonized particularly Empress Irene, whom Olaf describes as “changed by jealous
rage….the large eyes seemed to flash fire” (Haggard 61). Even the violence of the non2

In the United Kingdom the meanings of public and private schools are the inverse of their meanings in the
United States, thus, public schools are the more expensive, prestigious option for education in Britain.
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Christian gods in this novel is emphasized. In contrast, Olaf does not believe in violence,
and even as a child says “I do not wish to cause the blood of innocent men to be spent
because of my private wrong. Neither do I wish to wreak vengeance” (Haggard 22).
The Four Faces as a collective are the antagonists of Le Queux’s novel. They are
portrayed as extremely powerful, but extremely greedy befriending wealthy aristocrats to
rob them. They use violent tactics to achieve this goal including kidnapping,
assassination, and seduction. Further, they use their acquired wealth to pose as English
gentlemen, running gambling rings and seducing young women into their criminal world.
Frequently, it is the women in this group who are demonized in the harshest tones.
Looking at Mrs. Gastrell’s hands after learning of her crimes Mike thinks that “the
fingers looked like snakes -- strange, flesh-tinted reptiles” (Le Queux 104). Not all
criminals are demonized in this novel, as a group of poachers is befriended by Mike
Berrington. Though they engage in criminal acts, they are not greedy or irresponsible
with money, nor do they commit violence towards others, and thus are of a lesser evil
than The Four Faces.
In Garvice’s novel, Lord Heyton, a friend of Derrick’s, is portrayed as a greedy
and immoral young man and serves as Derrick’s foil. Heyton is a gambler who resorts to
robbing and murdering his own father to obtain more money with which to gamble.
Further, he has won over Miriam from Derrick by framing Derrick for his own crimes of
forgery and of fathering a local woman’s child out of wedlock. Miriam, Heyton’s wife, in
choosing Heyton’s title and money over Derrick’s devotion to her, is punished by the
abuse of her husband and the eventual loss of her money and title. Even those in power
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who are not immoral are shown as being greatly unhappy. Heyton’s father has great
power and influence and a vast estate but is plagued by his son’s behavior and the
knowledge that his older brother still lives while he holds the earldom.
Though there is not an obvious antagonist in Brazil's novel, Mildred's uncle, Lord
Lorraine, and his family are still demonized by the narrator. They offer Mildred a life
with them, but only in exchange for her giving up her music career. Lord Lorraine states,
“in future I should much prefer that Mildred should not play her violin in public. There
are several reasons which render it most undesirable that she should do so” (Brazil Ch.
14, para. 18). Therefore, their wealth and way of life lead them to be an enemy of the arts
which are privileged in the novel. As the narratives of this work are very much concerned
with the advancement of women the Lorraines and their antiquated view of women's
roles, serve as the villains in Mildred's journey. Further, this family, though kind to
Mildred, is portrayed as extremely lazy in contrast to the school girls.
As the turn of the century saw a sharp rise in the middle class, it is not surprising
that so many middle-class individuals appear in these novels. Unlike many novels of the
past, these novels privilege a hard working group of people who go to work every day
and earn their money. Though the gentry is essential to these narratives, their lifestyle is
not romanticized, but criticized. The serve not as an ideal to aspire to, but as evidence of
the middle classes’ ability to social climb and the middle classes’ superiority to them in
many regards. These novels were written for a wide audience, rather than a uniquely
upper class one, and their middle-class characters offer a hero to which that wide
audience can relate, especially the new middle and lower class readers.
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The main protagonist in each of these novels travels to a foreign place where he
or she experiences a great suffering to prove their goodness. In The Wanderer’s
Necklace, Olaf chooses to leave his homeland and travel to Byzantium, a place
completely foreign to him. There, he suffers the wrath of Empress Irene whom he scorns.
Despite being loyal to her, the empress in jealousy tries to murder Olaf and his fiancee
and eventually imprisons and blinds him. Though he eventually escapes his being put to
death by the empress, he is separated from his fiancée whom he learns has gone into
hiding rather than join an Egyptian ruler's’ harem. Olaf goes to Egypt in search of her
even though he is blind and an enemy of the government in power there, saying
“whatever the danger I must go and I alone” (Haggard 84). He must spend a great deal of
time living as a beggar in disguise to find her. Though Olaf is by birth a prince he is
willing to go to great length and experience great suffering to find his lover and fulfill his
destiny.
William Le Queux’s novel mainly take place in England, but Mike's greatest
transformation takes place in the few days that he spends in France. He crosses the
channel in pursuit of The Four Faces who have taken his fiancée to Paris. Mike’s
suffering comes predominantly in the form of mental anguish. He watches Dulcie, her
father, and his best friend Jack Osborne be drawn into the criminal world of his foes.
Mike writes that “it was bad enough to find people like Gastrell and Jasmine Gastrell and
Connie Stapleton perjuring themselves in the calmest way imaginable, but that
Dulcie...should thus look me in the eye and lie to me” (Le Queux 129). Once Mike leaves
England, his friend Mr. Jacobs is murdered, he is discovered by the criminal group, and is
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kidnapped and driven out of the city to be shot in the head. He is only spared because a
group of poachers happens upon the scene and kills his would-be murderer. The suffering
does not end once he returns to England, as he comes home to learn that men have been
sent to assassinate him. He must lie to those he cares about and put many of them in
danger to apprehend the criminals, and is severely injured when they are finally captured.
Derrick, Garvice’s hero, blamed for Heyton’s forgery, must flee England and
travels with a circus to Argentina. Despite being an educated man, Derrick must engage
in physical labor to make a living in South America. He cares for the horses of the circus
until seeing his commitment the owner promotes him to second in command. His
successes are short-lived, however, and he is made to leave his career with the circus,
becoming a wanderer in the harsh Argentinian climate. His suffering is again rewarded
when he is given a prominent position as an engineer on a prosperous Argentinian ranch.
Derrick, though forced to live in poverty, is a hard worker and enjoys the work he does,
and earns the promotions and money he is given.
Hard work is one of the main themes of Brazil’s novel and is so privileged by the
girls of St. Cyprian’s College that those who are lazy are openly ridiculed. Insert quote.
Mildred's entire narrative is focused on her learning that hard work and perseverance are
necessary for success. For Mildred, hard work is synonymous with great suffering Insert
Quote. Mildred, as she is a child of sixteen, does not travel as far as the other
protagonists. her journey is to the country estate of Lord and Lady Lorraine. Though
geographically it is not a great distance, culturally it is extremely different from the city
in which she lives which has a distinctive German influence. “Kirkton offered peculiar
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facilities for a musical education….it included a large proportion of Germans among its
population, who were sufficiently wealthy and influential to support a magnificent series
of classical concerts” (Brazil Ch. 2, para. 3). Thus, Mildred travels from Kirkton, the
Anglo-German city of art, to aristocratic, English society. Despite the great suffering
involved, she chooses to continue working at her instrument rather than live a life of
luxury in the country with her mother’s family. This decision allows her to experience
true foreign travel as she studies in Berlin for five years.
As the British Empire was at its height during this time, people in England were
fascinated by travel and the far reaches of the empire’s rule. Like the rise of travel books
during the late Victorian Era, the trend of foreign setting in fiction reflects this interest in
travel among the English. Dreams of adventure in faraway places were on the mind of
many. Further, narratives of adventure abroad were beneficial to the empire who wished
to encourage English men and women to start new lives in the colonies.
Finally, importance is placed in each of these novels on the idea of returning
home. After his extensive travels, Olaf, Haggard’s protagonist returns to his
Scandinavian homeland of Aar as an old man. Back in the North, he plans to retake his
rightful place as a Chieftain. Though he is being forced to flee the Roman Empire, it is
not his true home, and he feels it is right to return to his homeland and his people and to
be eventually buried beside The Wanderer, his former incarnation. He says to Empress
Irene of this journey, “I go hence to finish where I began. My birthplace calls me”
(Haggard 109).
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Mike Berrington, as noted, returns to London, bringing with him his fiancée and
her father. Significantly, The Four Faces are continually successful in France, and cannot
be brought to justice until the characters all return to England. Further, it is important to
note that many of the members of The Four Faces are foreign or associated with exotic
objects, thus, associating the foreign with crime and villainy. Mrs. Stapleton reveals that
she is, in fact, Russian, Mr. Gastrell owns a pet cobra with which he often commits
murders, and their various headquarters are often decorated with eastern objects. When
Mike first enters one of their rooms he describes: “a strange, heavy perfume of some
subtle Eastern scent struck my nostrils” (Le Queux 19). At the close of the novel, Mike
and all of Dulcie’s family return to her family’s estate, where they were seen beginning
of the novel, and where they will now stay after their horrible experiences in France.
Mike is rewarded by marrying his higher ranking fiancée.
Garvice’s hero discovers that he is, in fact, the rightful Lord Heyton, and so
remains in England to take up his title and both its luxuries and responsibilities. Mr.
Clendon, who is Derrick’s lost father, also accepts his title, and the two men live out their
lives on the estate which is their true home. Before settling in England on his estate;
however, Derrick returns to his employer in Argentina, who is, in reality, his mother, as
he tells Celia, “My father wants us to spend our honeymoon in South America; wants us
to go to my mother” (Garvice 243). Further, Celia and Derrick, return one final time to
the home where they met, The Jail.
Brazil's heroine, after her travels to the country, decides to return to Kirkton and
St. Cyprian College. Though she would have lived a life of luxury, her hard work and
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suffering allow her to receive a scholarship to study music at the Berlin Conservatoire.
She studies in Germany for five years but importantly returns again to England and
Kirkton. Upon her return to her home, she becomes a famous and renowned violinist and
composer and receives the great honor of her name being written on a banner of
successful students of St. Cyprian. As she sees her music career as her father’s legacy, the
novel closes with the words: “at length she had entered into her inheritance” (Brazil Ch.
21, para. 24).
As the world was becoming increasingly international and travel became more
accessible, national identity became more important. Travel and adventure were exciting
prospects, but it was vital to remember that one was English above all else. Home in all
of these novels is north-western Europe, and in all cases besides Olaf’s the homeland is
England. This nationalism was integral to the war effort, and it is interesting to consider
if the nationalism in these novels is reflective of a true cultural feeling during this time or
a direct result of First World War propaganda. Were these authors, in their emphasis of
homeland, catering to a fervently nationalistic public or the government’s views?
Though these novels and other popular fiction of this time have been largely
neglected in literary studies, it is clear that they hold an important place historically and
culturally. Not only were they incredibly popular and thus, give us insight into the tastes
of the English people of this time, but they also raise important questions about views of
the middle class, the upper class, the empire, and the First World War among other
cultural ideologies. If one wishes to learn about the true culture and life of the English
people of World War I these works cannot be ignored. Study of them will reveal
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undiscovered and important information about cultural shifts, political views, and civilian
lifestyles in war time.
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